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1. Introduction
Juno data is revealing that Jupiter is a solid, frozen, highly deuterated Methane Gas Hydrate
(MGH) planet which incorporates the known solar system element abundances. The only hydrogen
and helium present in its atmosphere today is that which has been released from the MGH surface
in the last 6,000 years. MGH began forming at extremely low temperatures (< 50 K) in the outer
reaches of a Large Dark Nebula in the presence of ample methane. The pressure of the accreting
planet served to increase its stability (Figure 1). Laboratory analyses of terrestrial MGH reveals
that a dozen or more water molecules form rigid cage-like Type I structures. Each cage typically
encapsulates a methane molecule but can contain other foreign molecules or atoms. Type II cages
are larger and can contain larger atoms or molecules, including Ar, Kr and Xe at very low
temperatures. The two types are usually intermixed. The nominal laboratory composition of MGH
is (CH4)8(H2O)46, with an average density of 0.9 g/cm3, usually with 13C slightly enhanced. Tests
have shown that MGH is two orders of magnitude stronger than water ice at 208 K, and the
difference increases with decreasing temperature.1 This strength is further enhanced in highly
deuterated MGH.

2. Giant Planet Formation
Infrared studies of proto-stars and Large Dark
Nebulae (LDN 1689N)2 report a 1010
enhancement of deuterium fractionation in the
form of ND3 and D3 molecules in their colder
outer reaches (20 K). Recent events suggest that
the giant planets in the solar system formed in
such a dusty, highly deuterated Large Dark
Nebula when ices of volatile molecules (H2O,
NH3, CO2 and CH4) formed on small dust grains
or nanoparticles.3 Accretion continued at the
next stage by the formation of methane Gas
Hydrate (MGH) enhanced by high deuterium
Fig. 1 Nominal phase diagram of
fractionation.
By this symbiotic process, Jupiter
Methane Gas Hydrate.
accreted all the heavy elements in their known
abundances in the nascent solar system resulting in its average density of 1.33.

Due to their large orbital radii and periods, the giant planets formed slowly, therefore cold, over
long-time spans, typically hundreds of millions of years. 1 They began to form in the cold outer
reaches of the LDN before the proto-star at the center of rotation began fusing its deuterium and
protons. Increasing internal pressure during accretion compensated for slight increases in
temperature. Cold hydration made possible the incorporation of the noble gases argon, krypton,
and xenon which have been detected by the Galileo atmospheric probe.4
The most abundant volatile molecules (H2O, NH3, CO2 and CH4) not accreted in Jupiter, continued
outward and formed Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, which also comprise Methane Gas Hydrates.
Primordial hydrogen and helium not captured in gas hydrates escaped from the solar system in a
few million years as observed in very young systems. The giant planets alone made up the original
solar system. The MGH hypothesis suggests that Jupiter and Saturn together comprise >275 Earthmasses of water. Therefore, all the icy satellites and rings around the giant planets are due to
impacts which ejected material, primarily water into the surrounding space.

3. Impact
Prior to 6,000 years BP, Jupiter was a beautiful blue
giant, like Uranus and Neptune today. Ancient texts
reveal that at that date, a body impacted Jupiter,
triggering events which completely changed the solar
system, and are still producing the complex features of
Jupiter observed today. The energy of the impact was
so powerful that every ancient culture points out how
the Earth ‘cried out’, implying that the entire Earth
acted as a gravitational wave detector. As a result of
this disturbance, all creatures on the Earth witnessed
the explosion. The impact instantaneously compressed
Fig. 2 Juno, Jupiter's wife, peering through his
and raised the temperature of the highly deuterated,
clouds rotated together every 9 hours.
closely packed MGH at the impact site above 100
million K, triggering an inconceivably powerful fusion explosion, expanding Jupiter’s
incandescent atmosphere by a factor of ten. The primary blast ejected an enormous hot glowing
mass into the inner solar system, the heaviest elements of which formed proto-Venus. The more
abundant volatile elements currently orbit in the inner solar system, 5 and will settle to the surface
of Venus, to produce a complete terrestrial planet once it cools. The mass not imparted escape
velocity formed the proto-Galilean moons, which quickly entered their current resonant orbits.

3.1 Five Thousand Year Jupiter Plume
The impact also initiated a steady-state fusion reaction on the surface of Jupiter, resulting in a wide
plume of flaming radioactive plasma originally extending into space two million km from the
impact site at 22o South latitude. This slowly declining plume was visible from Earth for five
thousand years as shown in Figure 2. It was imagined to be Zeus’ aegis, a divine shield, because
it rotated from west to east disappearing twice in each rotation due to Jupiter’s rapid rotation every
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eight or nine hours. Aegis, literally means a ‘violent windstorm’, indicating that the ancient peoples
understood the true physical nature of the plasma plume. In Roman myth, the expansion of
Jupiter’s incandescent atmosphere was interpreted as his drawing a ‘veil of clouds’ around himself
to hide his mischief, but Juno, his wife, was able to peer through the clouds to reveal his suspected
misadventures. This obviously referred to the plume.
The longevity of the plume, present today
as the Great Red Spot (GRS). confirms
the great enhancement of D/H in the giant
planets of our solar system. As the plume
expanded and cooled, it condensed into
frozen bodies, so, for more than 5,000
years it hurled an immeasurable mass of
ejecta into the inner and outer solar
system. The orbits of these ‘Juno
asteroids’ were determined by the vector
Fig.3 Estimated historical extent of Juno plume
sum of the plume ejection velocity,
relative to Galilean moon orbits.
Jupiter’s rotational velocity at 22o S
Orange lines represent paths of Juno asteroids.
Latitude and its orbital velocity. During
these 8-9-hour rotations, an uncountable number of these asteroids with Jupiter’s elemental
makeup were dispersed into the solar system, forming the Main Asteroid and Kuiper Belts, the
Jupiter Family Asteroids, the Kreutz Sungrazers and Trojans which orbit the Sun in Jupiter’s L4
and L5 Lagrange points.
Figure 3. gives an estimate of the slow decline of the hot fusion plume
relative to the orbits of the Galilean moons. More recent corroboration
is provided by Figure 4, which is an illustration from a 9 th century AD
(1,207 years BP) Arabic epistle describing comets in terms of their
resemblances to the planets at that date. Script within the upper left
drawing “one with a forelock”, to its right “Long Bearded”, and to its
left “With the temperament of Jupiter”. At the date of the drawing the
plume still extended beyond Io, explaining its current high temperature.
Telescopic observations of the transits of the GRS made since 1910 are
plotted in Figure 5. This well-known plot is currently interpreted as a
record of its westward longitudinal drift, assuming Jupiter rotated at its
current rate, determined in 1964, from 1910 to 1935. In the context of
Fig. 4 9th century AD
the
MGH hypothesis, a more powerful series of fusion reactions were
Arab epistle on
occurring up to 1935 which ejected mass directly into space, therefore
comets/planets
the transits of the GRS up to that date were a measure of the monotonic
slowing of the rotation of Jupiter. In 1935 the reaction diminished to the present one and the
resulting increase in rotation rate was due to the settling of the atmosphere and the resulting
eastward movement of the GRS due to the decreasing path from the surface to the cloud-tops.
Since 1964, only spurious changes in the rotation of Jupiter have been measired.
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Fig. 6. ‘Spokes' of ejected
ice on rings.

Fig. 5 GRS transits since 1910.

3.1.1 Saturn
Saturn, the closest giant planet to Jupiter, has been impacted by innumerable ‘Juno asteroids’
subsequent to the creation of Mars, Earth and proto-Venus. The larger impacts, following each
impact have been sufficiently powerful to increase its obliquity to 26.73 degrees. Since it is also
Methane Gas Hydrate, the impacts of bodies such as the G-fragment of S-L 9, result in fusion
explosions on its surface which blast material, primarily water, into the surrounding space,
enhancing its satellites and rings. The recent bombardment has expanded Saturn’s atmosphere,
resulting in its apparent low average density. ‘White spots’ recently observed in its atmosphere are
the tops of ‘mushroom clouds’ from these explosive impacts and spokes on its rings are due to
material that has been ejected, impacting or casting shadows on the rings (Figure 6). The impacts
of the larger Shoemaker-Levy 9 fragments on Jupiter caused fusion explosions, the mushroom
clouds from which resulted in the 6 to 10-minute delays in the ‘main events’ as they rose above
the cloud-tops. The obliquity of Jupiter, 3.12 degrees is small compared to the large obliquities of
Uranus (97.86), Neptune (29.56) and Pluto (119.6) which are the result of bombardment of Juno
asteroids over 4.6 Ba. Consistent with this view, the obliquities are inversely proportional to the
masses of the planets .

3.1.2 Galilean Moons
The fusion plume originated at 22o South Latitude, initially extending to Callisto’s orbit (Figure
3). It contained the known abundances of all the elements in the solar system. Due to the plume’s
great width and the rapid rotation of Jupiter, it blasted the trailing hemispheres of each of the three
inner moons with every rotation of Jupiter, for thousands of years. Callisto was spared the hot
plume but millions of Juno asteroids, condensing from the plume, pummeled it for thousands of
years, producing its unique pitted surface. Therefore, a dozen crater chains, or catenae, with raised
rims, have been identified on Callisto, not associated with any major impact crater. 6
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For some 3,000 years, the hot plume blasted and coated Ganymede, resulting in a large core of
heavy elements before the water, and later, icy bodies, could condense on its surface. Although a
thin icy layer finally accumulated on Ganymede, the temperature was still so high that the craters,
including catenae due to later impacting bodies, slumped, many forming palimpsests - round,
completely flat circles. Bands of molecular oxygen have been detected in Ganymede’s trailing
hemisphere which was swept by the plume at 312,000 km/h due to Jupiter’s rapid rotation.
Having been heated by the plume for another thousand years after Ganymede, Europa was too hot
for water, the dominant molecule in the plume, to condense on its surface until ~1200 BP. Around
that date the water in its atmosphere and orbit finally began settling, quickly forming an ocean 100
km deep. Europa’s heavy element core is still hot, keeping the ocean liquid. Since that date, a thin
icy crust has formed. Europa’s trailing hemisphere is red, probably due to red CS crystals, which
produce the coloring of the Great Red Spot to this day.
Based on the Arabic document in Figure 4, Io was still being swept by the plume in 800 AD, fitting
the suggested time scale of its decline. Io’s surface is rocky, volcanic, and sulfurous due to the
continuous intense heat and mass of heavy elements accumulated in the last 6,000 years from the
Jupiter plume. Due to Jupiter’s rapid rotation the plume also blasted Io resulting in the
concentration of its volcanoes on its trailing hemisphere, a location inconsistent with the tidal tugof-war hypothesis.7 Since the closer moons were exposed to the plume for longer periods and more
recently, the densities and temperatures of all four are inversely proportional to their orbital radii.
Professor William Hubbard dismissed the long-held tidal tug-of-war hypothesis for the high
temperatures of the inner moons (Planetary Interiors, p. 306), stating: “In order to explain Io’s
observed heat flux by this tidal (tug-of-war) dissipation mechanism, we must assume that Io’s Q
is of the order of unity!” - a meaningless value. Q’s are (the inverse of) the tidal influence of a
body on its satellites: Q of gaseous planets approach infinity, while that of the Earth is typically
25.

3.1.3 Juno Asteroids
The mass accumulated on the surfaces of the Galilean moons was
insignificant compared to that ejected into the far reaches of the solar
system by the rapidly spinning Jupiter. Material which condensed from
the plume formed small, black, low density bodies due to the weightless
environment. Moving in similar directions with similar velocities, many
collided at low speeds and adhered (‘splatted’) forming larger and larger
bodies comprising all the elements in their known solar system
Fig. 7 67P A Juno asteroid
abundances. ‘Comet’67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko was the first ‘Juno
courtesy ESA Rosetta.
asteroid’ studied at high resolution, by the ESA Rosetta mission (Figure
7), which is notably classified as a ‘Jupiter Family’ comet. These bodies are asteroids with the full
complement of elements, evidenced by the surprising strength of the material and the lack of
significant water outgassing.
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Juno mission personnel were surprised when the star-tracking telescopes on the probe captured
images of several ‘Juno asteroids’ on its Dec. 11, PJ-3, since astronomers are not aware that they
originated from the Jupiter plume in recent times, although there are known to be millions of these
Trojan asteroids orbiting with Jupiter in its L4 and L5 Lagrange points, with inclinations up to 40degrees. The inclinations are due to their ejections from 22 deg. South Lat., Jupiter’s obliquity,
eccentricity and inclination of its orbit. Their origin from Jupiter explains the great numbers while
very few trojans have been found around other planets, even Saturn.
There is no limit to the size and range of Juno asteroids, some of which are still sculpting the
surface of Pluto. Another obvious class formed from the jet are the main belt asteroids, evidenced
by their proximity to Jupiter, their enormous numbers (>10 6), orbital ‘families’ and high
inclinations. Their unexpected low densities (δ = 0.532 g/cm3) detected by passing probes are the
result of forming in the weightless environment of space, having been repeatedly interpreted as
‘rubble piles’. The mass of the asteroid belt is estimated at 18x10 -10 solar masses, one quarter of
which are too small to be observed.8 Other classes are the Kuiper Belt objects, also the Kreutz
sungrazers, over 3,000 of which have been observed disappearing into the Sun in the last 20 years
by SOHO and STEREO. Hundreds more are known to be in the same orbit, a fact that cannot be
explained in the current uniformitarian paradigm that the solar system has not changed for 4.6 x
109 years.
4. Jupiter’s Excess Luminosity
The fusion conflagration on the surface of Jupiter has slowly declined over the last 6,000 years,
becoming highly localized, in a depression at the center of the huge impact palimpsest. It is
contained by the enormous atmospheric pressure which is being provided by the same
conflagration. It has diminished to the lowest energy fusion reaction sustainable:
d + p → 3He++ + 4.98 MeV

(1)

Theoretically this is the second stage of three fusion steps in stars, in which two hydrogen atoms
theoretically fuse to produce a helium nucleus, 4He++plus two (new) hydrogen atoms and 25 MeV.
But the highly deuterated nature of Jupiter implies that the Sun was similarly deuterated, so the
first reaction may not be important in the Sun.9 The third step in the solar process is the fusion of
two 3He++ particles, known as helions. However, at the present lower surface temperature on
Jupiter, the fusion of pairs of helions can no longer take place, so a lesser amount of energy, 4.98
MeV, is generated in the form of the kinetic energy of each helion. Assuming the kinetic energy
of the helions is the total energy released and that it drives all the known features of Jupiter - its
high temperature, multiple zonal wind bands, powerful magnetic field and auroras, the reaction is
currently producing them at a rate > 1032 per second with velocities of ~17,800 km/s. Despite the
great numbers of these helions, their unique physical properties have prevented their identification
by the Juno experiments in the first 10 PJ passes.

4.1 Multiple Zonal Vortices
As illustrated in Figure 8, a powerful vortex, formed by the fast helions, rises rapidly from the
fusion reaction ~ 700 km below the cloud tops. It lags the rotation rate of Jupiter, (40,759 km/h),
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expanding to several earth-diameters before reaching the cloud-tops and appearing as the Great
Red Spot ~50,000-km west at 22º S Lat.. Its counter-clockwise rotation is due to the powerful
Coriolis effect on the helions - which is proportional to the particle velocity and the rotation rate
of the planet.

Fig. 8. Hot vortex of > 1032 helions per second from the fusion source rises
below clouds, producing the GRS some 50,000 km to the west, due to Jupiter’s rapid rotation.

Due to its 50,000-km horizontal extent below the
cloud-tops, the vortex induces vortical motion in
the primary surface vortex (yellow), which
spawns surface vortices of opposite chirality to its
north and south, constrained beneath by the solid
MGH surface of the planet. Thus, it drives the
entire atmospheric circulation, spreading its heat
over the surface and disguising its highlylocalized position.
4.2 Equatorial Jet Stream
The rising hot vortex combined with the counterclockwise rotation of the Great Red Spot at the
Fig. 9. Raised clouds on equator. Turbulence between
surface, results in a strong wind shear where it
GRS & jet stream. Periodic clouds in NEB.
collides with the main prograde super-rotation or
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jet stream dominating the equatorial zone. Heat is continuously transferred to the jet stream at this
shear zone and carried completely around the planet in the south equatorial zone. The rotation of
the GRS at the surface produces the strongest westward (retrograde) wind (150 m/s) comprising
the SEB to its north and the eastward wind of the STB to its south as shown in Figures 8 and 10.
Although the GRS is at 22ºS. Lat. the steady momentum/energy transfer and the weak Hadley
circulation, result in the canonical equatorial super-rotation of Jupiter’s atmosphere. 10

4.3 Coriolis Effects
The significance of the strong Coriolis effect on Jupiter’s surface is demonstrated at the equator
where its effect becomes vertical, combining with the centrifugal force of Jupiter’s rotation,
inducing a vertical motion of the warm particulate aerosols comprising the clouds (Figures 8 & 9).
This is observed as a decrease in the wind velocity determined by telescopic observations and as
a temperature decrease at the equator (Figure 17, Section on Juno Measurements). The reversal of
the Coriolis effect at the equator also interrupts the propagation of
the vortical motion from the south to the north equatorial zone,
preventing the particulate clouds from crossing the equator,
although the entire EZ winds remain prograde. This leaves a 5,000km south to north gap in the clouds in the NEZ, allowing radiation
from deeper in the atmosphere to escape and produces
longitudinally periodic clouds in the north equatorial belt (Figure
9).

Fig. 10. Fusion source and hot
vortex revealed.

A small fraction of thermal radiation from the fusion reaction and
the hot vortex pass horizontally northward beneath the clouds,
through the clear NEZ and is reflected upward by the periodic
clouds in the NEB, as shown in the Figure 10.

4.4 Cloud Composition
The fusion reaction releases the entire range of known solar system element abundances
encapsulated locally within the solid clathrate MGH. These flow through the hot vortex much more
slowly than the helions which bound it. A fraction of these elements exit the GRS as ions but many
form high-temperature compounds immediately above the fusion and crystallize, becoming
aerosols as the hot vortex rises, expands and cools, and are sprayed out above the cloud-tops,
producing the variety of colors in Jupiter’s clouds. Due to their particulate form, the makeup of
Jupiter’s surface clouds cannot be determined spectroscopically. One of these compounds, CS,
forms tiny red crystals, producing the red coloration of the GRS and clouds.
These solid aerosols are continuously being produced and are settling to the solid surface. As a
result, Jupiter’s surface below the clouds is becoming a desert-like or muddy expanse. JunoCam
has revealed that these clouds only extend as far north and south as ~70 degrees latitude. Poleward
of this limit, images (Figure 11) reveal the true surface of Jupiter, with cyclones revolving about
low pressure centers, as on Earth, accentuated by the much greater Coriolis effect on Jupiter. Since
the fusion reaction was stronger in the past, a strip of earth-colored terrain comprising settled
atmospheric particles can be seen just poleward of the familiar tinted cloud belts. Because the
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fusion reaction, the origin of the atmospheric aerosols and the Great Red Spot, are at 22 degrees
South Latitude, the aerosol clouds extend further south than north.

4.4.1 Polar Oceans
The heating of the polar areas by the constant impacting of the auroral helion vortices has melted
the top layer of MGH, allowing the methane to escape, resulting in the blue polar oceans of water,
obvious in Figure 11. The depth of these oceans may be significant since the fusion had been
stronger in the past and once the MGH is melted and the methane lost, it cannot reform. If the
water surface were frozen, the poles would be white, not blue.

Fig. 11. North (left) & south polar regions, with cyclones, earth-colored zones poleward of Jupiter cloud bands and
enormous polar oceans of water.

4.5 Rain on Jupiter
As the hot gases rise from the fusion source and expand to greater than the Earth’s diameter, the
cooling within the hot vortex causes considerable water, the primary constituent of MGH, to
condense as rain and fall to the surface of Jupiter where the high pressure probably maintains its
liquid state. A higher surface pressure is maintained in the EZ and TZ due to the mass of the heavyelement aerosols suspended in the atmosphere. Rain water was detected by the Galileo probe as it
descended to 22 bars - only 156 km below the 1 bar reference surface, where it prevented a
measurement of oxygen.
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4.6 Great Red Spot
The hot vortex rises from the fusion site becoming visible as the Great Red Spot (GRS). The top
of the GRS is at 0.24 bar and the ‘base’ appears very shallow, at 0.7 bar, above the arbitrary 1 bar
reference level.11 Its apparent shallowness has been interpreted as a corroboration of the hypothesis
that it is a passive anticyclonic whirlpool or ‘soliton’ driven by the opposite winds to its north and
south. Vertical measurements of the GRS by both Galileo and Juno, provide little information due
to its ~50,000 km horizontal extent to the East.
5. Magnetic Field – Helion Current

Fig. 12. High energy helium ions from GRS orbit Jupiter
creating magnetic field. Some are captured in the external
field, producing the auroral ovals.

The helion stream orbiting Jupiter prograde
(yellow in Figure 12) constitutes a ~ 3.2x1024
ampere current which produces its
magnetodisk-shaped magnetic field. The hot
helion vortex rising through the GRS, which
is rotating eastward at 40,759 km/hr at 22 º S
Latitude, collides with the orbiting stream
resulting in the known hot-spot. This is the
process by which the angular momentum of
Jupiter is continuously being transferred to the
stream. The inclination of the helion stream,
approximately 9 degrees, is the resultant of
Jupiter’s rotational velocity and ~22⁰ South
Latitude of the GRS.

The exiting helions which pass through the hot spot become captured in the magnetic field lines
beyond and flow helically to the poles on the magnetodisk field lines, forming the auroral ovals.
The rapidly spinning helium-ion-tori (yellow and blue in Figure 12) are the source of the partially
polarized cyclotron/synchrotron radiation observed from Earth. This radiation is most intense
above the GRS, as shown in Figure 13, but does not allow the
identification of the helions.

Fig. 13 Synchrotron radiation
of helium ions in plasma cloud
& polar fluxtubes.

Due to the massive number of these particles, few have a chance to
capture electrons in the short flight to the poles (< 20 seconds).
However, when they impact the atmosphere at velocities of 17,800
km/s, they quickly capture electrons, producing a Ly α ‘forest’ with
the edge at ~ 228 Ả. This is the origin of the constant far UV of the
auroral ovals (Figure 15). Absorption bands of methane obscure
some of the far UV emissions, but it is not the origin of the emissions.
This radiation from Jupiter’s aurora was detected in 1989, but
interpreted as Doppler (blue) shifted Hydrogen Ly α.12

The acquisition of electrons, by the helions (3He++) would take place rapidly in a laboratory
environment and is the origin of the γ ray often shown in the expression of the fusion reaction. But
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this cannot occur in the continuous, concentrated stream of ~3.2x1032 helions per second being
generated on Jupiter. The helions produce the magnetic field and the auroral ovals but are lost to
space or return to Jupiter in less than sixty seconds, matching the production rate, because the
system is in equilibrium. As a result, they are the dominant species encountered by Juno, during
perijoves.
Clouds of these particles lost to space were detected as storms of electrically charged ‘dust’
particles observed by Ulysses, Galileo, and Cassini probes. Galileo measured 20,000 particles per
day at distances between 110 and 39 million miles from Jupiter, travelling between 40 and 200
km/s. Although close to Jupiter, the Galileo atmospheric probe identified large numbers of high
energy helium ions, 3He+, “of unknown origin” because the helions were slowed and captured
electrons as they passed through the probe’s massive atmospheric heat shield, which had not yet
been ejected, thereby becoming identifiable. The Juno star telescopes serendipitously detected
secondary particles ejected by the impacts of fast moving unidentified particles on the solar arrays
on its way to Jupiter. These detections suggest that the helions lost to space were dispersed through
the enormous clouds of electrons in the outer reaches of the Jupiter system, where they became
the stable 3He+.
The helions being lost to space suggest spectral lines very slightly shifted (~ one Å) to longer
wavelengths than 4He++, and therefore could easily misinterpreted for ordinary helium ions. Their
spectra can be differentiated from 4He++ because they only capture one electron producing a
hydrogen-like spectrum, because the lower state, 3He+, are completely stable. Because they are
rarely encountered they are completely unexpected. This faint emission may be observed as a
diffuse ‘glow’ in the outer reaches of the Jupiter system, producing what is known in radio
astronomy as a continuous 3He++ proximity profile surrounding Jupiter.13
A small fraction of the helion return flux that cause the auroral ovals are captured in the Io and
Europa polar magnetic field fluxtubes near to the surface in Jupiter’s polar region, as evidenced
by their continuous, identifiable footprints just outside the auroral ovals.
The most abundant metallic element ions, O and S, released from the interior of Jupiter by the
fusion reaction are carried within the torus bounded by the fast helium ions and become
incorporated in the ion plasma cloud and within the auroral fluxtubes. The latter cause irregular
flashes inside the auroral ovals. Ions originating from Io’s volcanoes do not contribute significantly
to the footprints which are continuous, not sporadic, as would result from volcanic eruptions
The inclined, orbiting helion stream, ~ 3.2x1022 amperes of electric current exterior to Jupiter, is
the source of the planet’s extensive magnetic field, by far the largest ‘structure’ in the solar system.
It is 20,000 times stronger than the field of the Earth because the helion stream current, produced
by the fusion reaction circles the planet in space, and is not attenuated by the mantle or lithosphere.
Its presence explains the unique magneto-disk shape of Jupiter’s field, currently believed to be a
‘distortion’ of Jupiter’s internal field by the ‘inner radiation belt’

5.1 No Internally Generated Magnetic Field
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Due to the solid frozen composition of Jupiter, there is no active mechanism within the planet
capable of generating a magnetic field. But since Jupiter is 318 times the mass of the Earth and
incorporates all the elements in their known solar system abundances, it follows that Jupiter
contains ~318 times the masses of iron and nickel found on Earth, homogenously distributed
throughout its solid body. The active exterior fusion-generated magnetic field has magnetized the
tiny specks of iron so that Jupiter’s interior resembles a huge weak permanent magnet, which is
not aligned with the geographic poles. The magnetodisk-shaped field close to the surface between
the exterior and internal fields produces the unexpected complexity of the magnetic field close to
the surface noted in the PJ-1 and PJ-3 MAG data.14 The helions, which form the auroral ovals,
follow the induced field close to the surface, which has not been mapped.
6. Juno Measurement Discussions
6.1 Helium Nuclei Produce Auroral ‘Ovals’

Fig. 14 JIRAM image of
Jupiter’s southern aurora.

The high velocities (17,800 km/s) of the helions ensure powerful impacts
in the atmosphere, producing the auroral ovals. The depth to which they
penetrate the atmosphere is illustrated in the JIRAM images taken in the
H3 band (Figure 14). However, the most energetic radiation from the
auroral ovals, is in the far Ultra Violet (f UV), which have been imaged
by the Hubble space telescope for years. The Juno UV Imaging
Spectrometer, encompasses the H II (Lyman, Werner, and Rydberg)
bands (Figure 15). The earliest images were assembled as Juno
approached Jupiter, to determine any correlations with the solar wind, but
none were found.

The Juno instrument have measured the energy being
radiated from the auroral ovals at the order of 10
terawatts, the equivalent of about 10,000 nuclear
reactors, far greater than the amount of energy that
Jupiter absorbs from the Sun. amount of The MGH
hypothesis suggests that the UV is the Lyman
continuum radiation from the 3He++ (helions) as they
Fig. 15 Juno UVS Northern & Southern Aurora. enter the atmosphere and capture electrons. This flow
into the atmosphere at the poles is highly concentrated,
approaching ~1025 per second at each pole, with energies of 4.98 MeV. The spectrum of the helions
resemble the Lyman series of 4He, with slight offsets to higher wavelengths, less than 1.0 Ä. 15
There is no ‘accelerating zone’ above the auroras, or ‘loss cones’ which are features of the Earth’s
magnetic field, which is caused by relatively low energy electrons. The ovals are ‘constant’
because the fusion reaction is continuous. The southern auroral oval is more circular than the
northern one because the ion path from the GRS, at 22 º S. Lat., is shorter. Also, the longitude
offsets of the two are slightly different. The distortion of the northern oval in NASA videos is
referred to as “a localized magnetic field anomaly in Jupiter’s northern hemisphere at the System
III longitude of ~100 degrees”, referring to the rotation system defined by the GRS. This gives the
impression that the magnetic field is generated in the interior, but it is not.
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6.2 JEDI Energetic Particle Instrument
6.2.1 JEDI Ion Measurements
On PJ 1 the JEDI instrument measured hundreds of KeV ions up to the atomic mass of sulfur close
to the orbiting helion stream (inner radiation belt), with pitch angles close to 90⁰, indicating that
the inner radiation belt comprises ions, not electrons as previously thought. 16 In order to detect
ions with low counts, the JEDI data from the first four science passes was reduced to a histogram
(Figure 16.) showing detections of all ‘true ions’ based on Time Of Flight (TOF) measurements
versus energy measured by Solid State Devices (SSD). The plot shown in Figure 16 shows the
results from PJ 1. It does not reveal the time of each detection, consequently not the latitudes on
Jupiter. Normal energy distributions were observed for protons, helium, oxygen, sulfur, but the
low end of an unexpected high energy distribution was observed at an unknown time during PJ 1,
tentatively labeled Mg/Na. There are two aspects of this data that make it unique. (a) Its energy
distribution is very different from that of protons, helium, O and S, with a lower limit of about 0.5
MeV.and an implied mean vaulue well beyond the instrument’s maximum (b) These ions were not
observed during the three following Juno PJs where instruments were operating (11 December
2016, 2 February 2017, and 27 March 2017).

Fig. 16 Histogram of JEDI TOF vs Energy from SSD. Normal tracks have large low energy concentrations.
Track marked Mg/Na has high energy concentration off the scale to the right.

The energy distribution above the instrument range in Figure 16, is consistent with that of the
proposed helions, suggesting that their doubly ionized state is preventing JEDI from measuring
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the Time of Flight (TOF) correctly. Based on existing magnetic field models, Juno’s orbit was
intended to pass through the particle stream which formed the auroral ovals, but no such particles
have been identified. This is due to the low trajectories of the helion vortices which follow the
magnetic field close to the surface, the details of which are not included in the model field used by
Juno.
The JEDI detections occurring on only one of four PJs is consistent with the limited longitudes of
the helion vortices forming the auroral ovals, as suggested in Figures 12 and 13. Due to the rapid
rotation of Jupiter, these vortices arc from the System III longitude of the Great Red Spot, ~ 90
degrees, before impacting the auroral ovals. Because the GRS is located at - 22⁰ Latitude, the
helions deflected to the north pole have > 107,000 km farther to travel than those deflected to the
south pole, resulting in its impact at less than 90 degrees (vertical). This produces the distorted
shape of the northern auroral oval. The helions which produce the southern auroral oval impact
closer to vertically, improving the chances that Juno would encounter them. As Juno’s orbit
precesses to the north (Lat. 13.2⁰ on PJ 11), it will pass lower over the north pole, increasing the
probability of detecting the auroral helions at that location.
6.2.2 JEDI Electron Measurements
JEDI electron measurements taken above
Jupiter’s north pole show unique,
concentrated pairs of ascending fluxes
(relative to the local Juno magnetic field
direction) immediately exterior and
interior to the auroral oval. The clearest
pair occur in panels C, D, E of Figure 17
at time marked E1, when Juno entered the
modelled magnetic field estimated to
coincide with the impacts forming the
oval. This was quite far from Jupiter;
therefore, the electron background
intensity was low. At Juno’s estimated
exit from the northern oval (marked by the
pale blue line labelled Predicted “PC”
(Polar Cap) across the top, the distance
from Jupiter is much less, and despite an
order of magnitude higher electron rate, a
notch is barely visible between P1 and E4.
These data suggest that although the
helion vortex impacts the atmosphere at
lower angles of incidence, some electrons
are ejected, immediately interior and
exterior
to the vortex impact, with
Fig. 17. JEDI electron data from PJ1 pass over the northern
sufficient energy to escape the field near
polar auroral oval.
the surface and enter the exterior field
calculated in the existing, exterior magnetic field model.
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6.2 Juno MWR Experiment

Fig. 18. IR (left), Visible (center), MRW data (right) interpreted as ammonia concentration.

Although very little ammonia has been
identified on Jupiter, seventeen scientists,
assuming no temperature differential exists
between the SEZ (clouded) and NEZ
(clear) (Figure 18 IR image), use
regularization, a statistical technique
combined with Markov chain Monte Carlo,
used to give preference to a desired solution
even though it is opposite to the obvious
physical measurements. Not surprisingly,
this ‘analysis’ results in a completely nonphysical conclusion, depicted graphically
Figure 18 (right), suggesting that the
ammonia within Jupiter is concentrated in a
single thin pancake just north of the equator
and is completely depleted in the NEZ.
However, a large temperature contrast at
Fig. 19. Weighting of MWR channels assuming a gaseous
the equator is exactly what the Juno Micro
planet.
Wave Radiometer was designed to measure. Infrared observations of Jupiter revealed long ago
that the southern half of the EZ is filled with warm particulate aerosols transferred from the Great
Red Spot by the visible turbulence on its north side.
As explained above (Section 4.1), the reversal of the Coriolis effect at the equator prevents the
warm aerosol material in the SEZ from propagating into the NEZ by combining with the
centrifugal force and raising it vertically. The resulting cooler temperature of the raised clouds
exactly at Jupiter’s equator (Figures 8 & 9) were detected by the MWR but, based on the
regularization study, were interpreted as an ammonia pancake. The cold peaks from the raised
clouds, shown in channels 2 and 3 (marked by arrows which this author has added in Figure 20).
Consistent with the entire regularization approach, the lower temperatures are at the top of this
figure.
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.
The clear NEZ allows observation
of radiation from deep in the
atmosphere. The regularization
study interprets this as a low
concentration of ammonia, shown
as blue in Figure 18 (right).

Fig. 20. Six MWR channels from which ammonia concentration was
interpreted. Lower temperatures are at top.

IR energy from the fusion reaction
and the hot helion vortex passes
north beneath the SEZ and is
reflected upward from long eastwest periodic clouds in the NEB
(Figure 18 middle), known as hotspots. As expected in the MGH
hypothesis, these display different
spectra than that observed in the
clear NEZ.

Serendipitously,
the
Galileo
atmospheric probe entered the hot-spot directly north of the fusion reaction circled in the cover
photo of Science Magazine, 10 May 1996, which featured the first detailed results of that mission.

Fig. 21. Jupiter image with circled Galileo probe insertion point.
Fusion source and GRS annotated by this author.
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6.3 Juno Gravity Experiment
The Juno Radio Science (gravity) experiment is indicating a large “stable” homogeneous mass
distribution within Jupiter out to approximately 0.972 RJ,, rather than the dense, ten to twenty
Earth-mass rocky-iron core required at the center of a ‘gas giant’ planet. Despite the contradiction,
new models still invoke the hydrogen-helium equation of state, which after twenty years of effort
has never been found. Recent work has attempted to explain the situation, by resurrecting a longago discarded proposal that the heavy element might have become ‘dissolved’ in the hypothetical
hydrogen interior.17 The assumption of a gaseous interior is based primarily on Jupiter’s luminosity
being spread across the entire surface by the multiple zonal wind bands
The MGH hypothesis reconciles these observations, with the heavy elements being homogenously
distributed in hydrated ices at the formation of the planet and the observed heat being the result of
a recent impact on its highly deuterated surface. Consistent with this hypothesis, the Juno gravity
data is describing the interior as ‘stable’ and ‘anelastic’ - cryptic terms normally used to describe
solids. Short wavelength gravity data, which contains evidence of surface structure, is currently
interpreted as due to atmospheric dynamics (winds). Medium scale variations in the gravity data
are being interpreted as due to mass atmospheric ‘flows’, assuming these are snapshots of dynamic
processes. Overlapping orbits have a high probability of revealing identical anomalies showing
that these are solid features on the surface lying less than 800 km below the cloud-tops. The
proposed impact ~ 6,000-years BP, out of which Venus was born, was deep, extending millions of
square kilometers on Jupiter’s surface. The impact explosion and the subsequent 6,000-year fusion
plume on Jupiter’s surface have resulted in an estimated loss of ~ 10-5 x MJ from a crater or zone
centered at 22º South latitude, ~50,000 km east of the GRS. This ‘crater’ has been partially filled
by water, which has replaced the original MGH as the heat of the fusion reaction released methane.
The filled area was traversed by Juno on the July 11, 2017 PJ7, which passed over the Great Red
Spot, produced a positive J3 gravity spherical harmonic, described in popular literature as Jupiter
being pear-shaped.

6.4 Juno Magnetic Field Instrument
Coincidentally, Early Juno MAG data suggested four
large roughly circular anomalies in the surface magnetic
field in the same areas (Figure 22). The nominal
composition of Jupiter, Methane Gas Hydrate, is
(CH4)4(H2O)23, therefore powerful impacts and the heat
of the subsequent sustained fusion reactions on the solid
surface of Jupiter have released considerable Methane
Gas Hydrate in these areas resulting in the partial filling
of the craters with pure water. In the proposed model,
both gravity and MAG anomalies mark large basins or
flooded palimpsests produced by ancient impact
Fig. 22 Magnetic field anomalies based upon explosions which ejected sufficient mass to produce the
Juno MAG measurements.
rocky bodies, the Moon, Mars and its former solid core
Mercury, Earth and Venus.
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As discussed in Section ?.?? The solid MGH body of Jupiter cannot generate a magnetic field, but
due to the uniformly distributed abundance of iron/nickel in the form of nano or dust particles,
~318 times the mass of the iron/nickel in the Earth, it acts as a large, weak permanent magnet
induced by the stream of 1033 /second (5 MeV) helions (217,800 km/s) circling 35,000-km above
the equator which generate its external magnetic field. Closer to the surface, a transition magnetic
field is present along which the vortices that impact and form the auroral ovals travel. Juno cannot
orbit sufficiently low to measure this field
In keeping with the ‘gas giant’ hypothesis, Juno scientists model the gravity/magnetic field
anomalies by separate models of ‘mass-flows’ (winds) in the upper layer and in the magnetic field
thought to originate in a deeper, ill-defined conductive hydrogen layer.18 “This ‘modelling’ is
described as a mean-field electrodynamic balance that relates the flow field to the anomalous
magnetic field, and geostrophic balance that relates the flow field to the anomalous gravity field.”
This computer modelling has replaced thinking, since all models are based on the assumption that
Jupiter is a ‘gas giant’

6.5 Jupiter Synchrotron/Cyclotron Radiation
“Synchrotron radiation is the electromagnetic
radiation emitted when charged particles are
accelerated radially, i.e., when they are subject
to an acceleration (gravitational or magnetic)
perpendicular to their velocity (a ⊥ v), for
example, in synchrotrons using bending
magnets, undulators and/or wigglers. If the
particle is non-relativistic, then the emission is
Fig. 23 Horizontal (left) & vertical (right) polarized
called cyclotron emission.” Radiation from
radiation surrounding Jupiter.
Jupiter’s inner radiation belt was measured by
the Cassini probe on 2-3 January 2001 when on its way to Saturn (Figure 22). The horizontally
polarized radiation scans are shown on the left and vertically polarized scans, above and below the
belt, are shown on the right. The horizontally polarized radiation is more powerful, but the intensity
of both are very low – each horizontal/vertical pair of images shown in Figure 23 required a onehour scan across the disk of Jupiter.
In the Methane Gas Hydrate hypothesis, these are both the result of unidirectional prograde flows
of intense (1032/sec), 5 MeV helions (3He++). At this velocity a helium ion travels from the fusion
source, 700 km below the cloud-tops as a vortex, through the GRS and twice around the planet in
less than 30 seconds.
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Fig. 24 Radiation patterns (A) Non-relativistic cyclotron and (B) Relativistic synchrotron particles.

This was published in 2002 as synchrotron radiation due to ultra-relativistic electrons with energies
> 50 MeV. Models constructed to explain the radiation (γ >> 1) assumed the radiation detected
was only that beamed in the direction of motion of the particles, as shown in Figure 24 (B) on the
right. Since the radiation from both the east and west of Jupiter are almost equally powerful, this
assumption implied a ‘belief’ that the electrons are moving both prograde and retrograde
(equatorial mirroring) in keeping with the analogy of the Earth’s Van Allen belts.
Controverting the above view, recent Juno JEDI measurements near the inner radiation belt have
determined that the energetic particles are ions, not electrons. But only protons and heavier true
ions such as sulfur and oxygen were identified by Solid State Detector (SSD), which measures
energy, and the Time-Of-Flight coincidence measurements. No high energy helions, 3He++, which
we propose dominate the beam, were detected because (a) their velocity, 17,800 km/sec, is beyond
the range of Juno JEDI TOF measurements, and (b) they are regarded only as a radiation belt, so
no measurements were attempted within 20 minutes of closest approach, to insure the health and
safety of the instrument. So the measured 90-degree pitch angles of the ions near the inner radiation
belt were interpreted as due to ‘equatorial mirroring’- thus assuming bidirectional velocities of the
ions, prograde and retrograde, as in the Van Allen belts of Earth. The failure to recognize the
helions as the source of the magnetic field, leaves the Juno scientists with the old idea that Jupiter’s
magnetic field is generated within the planet. This leaves them with another difficult problem:
What is the origin of the inner radiation belt, in light of the previously determined decline of ion
intensities immediately planetward of Io’s orbit (6 RJ). Their weak answer to this is ‘stripping of
neutral atoms’.

6.5.1 Cyclotron Radiation
If as proposed herein, the helium ions all circle Jupiter prograde at 17,800 km/s, the detection of
the synchrotron/cyclotron radiation requires a completely different source. This velocity results in
a Lorentz factor essentially 1 (non-relativistic) meaning that the beaming, assumed for the electron
model, would not be a factor for the proposed ion beam radiation. Thus, the angular distribution
of this cyclotron radiation would be that shown in Figure 23 (A), with intensity in all azimuth
directions but strongest when the angle between velocity and acceleration is +/- 90 degrees, that
is, from the zones to both the west and east of Jupiter. This is exactly where the measured cyclotron
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radiation is strongest (Figure 23). Thus, the proposed unidirectional prograde ion beam produces
the radiation both on the west and east sides of Jupiter. Moreover, this radiation would be received
from all ions scanned by Cassini, increasing the total number of ions contributing to the image,
relative to electrons in the synchrotron case. The helium nuclei inner radiation belt also explains
the slight east-west asymmetry of the radiation shown in the same Figure, which is due to the
greater density of ions directly above the Great Red Spot, where they collide with the ion beam,
as shown in Figure 11.
Vertically polarized radiation, on the right side of Figure 23 above, is radiation from the helions
which are flowing to the poles (Figure 12). It is less intense than the main belt because the telescope
scanned horizontally across the equator. Also, fewer helium ions flow to the poles and are limited
to the latitude-longitudes shown in the figure, beginning at the longitude of the Great Red Spot
and arcing through approximately 90 ⁰ of longitude in low trajectories toward the poles. This
results in their radiation being overwhelmed by the thermal radiation of the planetary disk and
removed in processing. The thermal radiation from the disk of Jupiter is much stronger than from
the belts, so it is subtracted from the observed radiation signal, leaving the observed disk of Jupiter
black in most scans.

7. Conclusions
The Galileo atmospheric probe and Juno have already providing considerable data supporting the
thesis that Jupiter is a solid, frozen, highly deuterated Methane Gas Hydrate planet. Its multiple
zonal vortices; powerful flattened external magneto disc; constant auroral ovals; excess
luminosity; the gravitational field; and the Great Red Spot remain unexplained by the gas giant
hypothesis. The paradigm proposed herein greatly simplifies the understanding, not of Jupiter
alone, but of the entire solar system. How much longer will the effort of thousands of scientists
and cosmologists be devoted to computer models trying to force the data fit the old ideas of
LaPlace and Wildt who had no data?
The wisdom passed down for the last 6,000 years by our ancestors rests quietly in every library in
the world. It reveals that all ancient peoples understood more about the solar system than some ten
thousand PhDs in the world today. Cyclic Catastrophism simply makes it understandable in the
modern language of Sir Isaac Newton. No computer modeling is necessary.
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